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Certificate Management Options

12-month Measurement Period

• Skills Development
• Enterprise and Supplier Development
• Socio-economic Development

• Ownership
• Management Control
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Supplier Improvement Plans

• Why
• Because you are blind to the eventual claim!

• Because you need to know what your ESD (PP) score will be!

• In BEESmart you can load Forecasted BEE credentials (i.e. Forecast Scorecard)

• You could use the Forecasted Scorecard for all other elements… 

12-month Measurement Period

• Procurement Data Builds over the 12-month Measurement Period
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Fake Certificates

• Fake Certificates increasing
• Scanned previous certificate but changed the date.

• Scanned another certificate and changed the Name and registration number.

• Unaccredited person issuing Certificates.

• Affidavits
• Understating turnover

• Incorrect claim of Black Owned Status

• Abuse of application date

• Splitting business to qualify as EME.
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Checking Supplier Certificates

• Go through all the details of your B-BBEE certificate very carefully:

• Check that the certificate is based on the correct Code.
• Take note of the point allocations, as it doesn’t make sense to have 27 points if that element is 

only scored out of 25.
• Check the edges of logos for discoloration or low resolution and inaccurate logo sizes, as these 

may be cut and pasted.
• Look at the alignment, type size and spacing as these are often inconsistent.
• Double check the contact details on the B-BBEE certificate, especially the company’s reference 

number.
• If you find any discrepancies, immediately check with the issuing verification agency.

• To protect yourself and your business, it’s imperative to use a verification agency that is 
certified, competent and trustworthy. Your B-BBEE certificate must be legitimate so you 
can maintain your status, and to ensure you avoid the possibility of legal action.
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When is it your problem?

• When you qualify as a ‘Knowing
Person’
• had actual knowledge of that matter; or
• was in a position in which the person 

reasonably ought to have-
• had actual knowledge;
• investigated the matter to an extent that 

would have provided the person with actual 
knowledge; or

• taken other measures which, if taken, would 
reasonably be expected to have provided 
the person with actual knowledge of the 
matter;
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Certificate Collection Service

• BEE Chamber Certificate Collection team collect your supplier certificates.

• You provide the list of suppliers
• Name
• Contract person
• Contact Number

• Certificate Collection team calls the supplier and requests their Certificate.
• Limited to 3 calls
• Add all Certificates to BEESmart

• Generate a report showing each Suppliers Certificate status.

• However, this is a Certificate Collection service and not a compliance service.

• The team validates that the Certificate Data is loaded into BEESmart correctly, 
but they do not check on each certificate with the Verification Agency.
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Impact on your business

• This is particularly relevant when vetting potential enterprise or supplier development beneficiaries, who only need an affidavit to 
prove BEE status as the points will be material.

• If a company uses a supplier or contributes to a beneficiary whose certificate is a fake, there is a risk that the company’s own
scorecard can be declared invalid or spend with that entity excluded from the final score.

• Companies are therefore well within their rights to request that suppliers or beneficiaries provide:

• Confirmation of the validity of their certificate; and
• supporting information in order to verify that the affidavit is reliable, as part of their procurement approval process. (Examples of these include 

share registers and certificates and independent confirmation of turnover.)

• If you suspect a certificate to be fake, or if you want to confirm its authenticity, email it to the issuing agency and ask them to 
confirm that it is as they issued.

• If an agency discovers any fraud committed in their name, they are obliged to report it to SAPS and the BBBEE Commission for 
further investigation.


